ABSTRAK
Okta Karmila Efendi. (12040127). Analisis Strategi Guru Bahasa
Inggris Dalam Mengelola Sikap Positive Siswa Kelas Delapan di
SMPN 12 Padang. Program Studi Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris,
Sekolah Tinggi Keguruan Dan Ilmu Pendidikan (STKIP) PGRI
Sumatera Barat,2018
Penelitian ini dilatarbelakangi oleh pentingnya strategi guru bahasa
Inggris dalam mengelola sikap positif siswa. Ini bertujuan untuk melihat
strategi apa saja yang dipakai oleh guru bahasa Inggris dalam mengelola
sikap positif siswa di sekolah tersebut. Jenis penelitian ini adalah
penelitian deskriptif. Partisipan dalam strategi ini adalah semua guru
bahasa Inggris di kelas VIII di SMPN 12 Padang sebanyak 2 orang. Dalam
menentukan partisipan, peneliti menggunakan puposive sampling tekhnik,
yakni pengambilan sampel dengan penentuan sampel yang dibutuhkan saja
dengan beberapa anggota populasi digunakan sebagai sample. Dalam
mengumpulkan data, peneliti menggunakan observasi, catatan lapangan,
dan dibantu dengan rekaman video terhadap partisipan yang ditetapkan.
Temuan dari penelitian ini adalah guru dikelas VIII pada SMPN 12
Padang yang mengajar Bahasa Inggris hanya menggunakan delapan
strategi yaitu: (1) guru membangun hubungan yang baik dengan siswa, (2)
guru membantu siswa membangun hubungan yang baik antara siswa satu
dengan siswa yang lain, (3) pemodelan bertindak secara dewasa dalam
mengembangkan hubungan dengan siswa, (4) pengembangan dan
pengajarkan tata aturan disekolah, (5) mengantisi pasi pemicu perilaku
yang menyimpang, (6) konsekuensi dengan tata aturan untuk perilaku
menyimpang, (7) mengajarkan perilaku yang tepat, (8) meningkatkan
frekuensi pengenalan sikap positif dalam proses pembelajaran.
Kata kunci : Teachers‘ Strategies, Behavior, Positive Behavior
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

A. Background of the Problem
English teacher is the manager of teaching and learning activities in
which case the teacher in charge of directing the activities of students
learning in order to achieve the learning objectives. Whoever they are, the
role of teacher in learning English not only as a teacher but also as a guide
for

students.

Because

of

that

teacher

must

have

good

quality levels so they can be role models for each students. English teacher
in the classroom also teachers as parents who give direction not only with
subject matter.
Basically teaching and educating emphasize positive things and
avoid focusing attention on negative things. The emphasis on positive
things is the teacher's emphasis on positive student behavior. This
emphasis can be made by providing positive reinforcement and teacher
awareness to avoid errors that may interfere with the process of educative
interaction. The teacher task is not only to educate students in giving
lessons, but also to manage nstudents behavior to become good behavior.
Before teacher begin the learning process in class the teacher
should see the conditions that exist in the class, if the atmosphere
classroom is not clean, or the rubbish scattered around the teacher can
arrange the condition of classroom. By showing a good example to the
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students for the future without prompting, students will do the same thing
as taught by the teacher. Good teachers always reprimanded students who
break the rules. For example, there is one student dressed neatly smoothed
the teacher told the students his clothes, and admonishing students to say
no politely. So it will build positive behavior to the students.
Positive attitudes can be interpreted as the behavior of a person
who is considered in accordance with the values and norms in the life of
society. The attitude of this positive attitude can be reflected in the actions
of discipline, hard work, tenacious, honest, positive students will try to
adjust whatever the given problem is the task that must be done when
doing the task or problem / task assigned by the teacher. Another case with
a pessimistic student he always think negative when given homework by
teacher, he felt it was boring he has not read the problem but already said
can not. With his negative attitude that he can cheat on friends. Learning
activities will develop maximally in a positive classroom that is the
atmosphere of good interpersonal relationships between teachers with
students and students with students.
As additional information by Mueller in Evantheia (2009) state
Attitude is a state of mind that involves beliefs and feelings that influence
our behavior and the decisions we make. A positive attitude enables
people to be in a very optimistic state of mind.In a class working group in
the class, students who have a positive attitude will be a role model for
peer members of his group. Moreover, he even has the potential to
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transmit his positive attitude to others so that the working group he
participates in is growing. Grows here both in terms of personality
development to his group's peers as well as the progress of the work or
task completion of the working group.
Generally, the role of teachers in the classroom not only as teaching
in learning.According to Harmer (2001: 57-63), some roles of English
teachers such as: a) Controller; when teachers act as controllers they are in
charge of the class and the activity taking place in a way that is
substantially different from a situation where the students are working on
their own in groups. b) Organizer; one of the most important roles that the
teachers have to perform is that of organizing students to do various
activities. This often involves giving the students information, telling them
how they are going to do the activity; putting them into pairs or groups,
and finally closing things down when it is time to stop. c) Tutor; when
students are working on longer projects, such as: pieces of writing or
preparations for a talk or a debate, we can act as a tutor, working with
individuals or small groups, pointing them in directions they have not yet
thought of taking. In such situations we are combining the roles of
prompter and resource, acting as a tutor. It means that English teacher is
one of the importance guides to the students.
However, on the pre-observation and teaching practice at SMP N
12 Padang researcher focus on positive behavior when the teacher explain
the lesson students actually pay attention to the teacher without noisy.
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After teacher explain the lesson the teacher ask back to the students and
the students can answer correct. It was clear that the students understand
the lesson the teacher. This can be happen because the teacher always
teach good things and teach about positive behavior to students.
Positive behavior can be defined as the way in which a students
behaves or acts, behavior can determine good school performance. It is the
way an individual conducts herself/himself. Positive behavior has always
been considered to be greatly affected by the motivation they are provided
at every level of their education. The students‟ attitude and behavior
towards their education as well as towards those with whom they interact
is hugely dependent on whether they have been motivated or demotivated
by their superiors, and there is the importance of teacher awareness and
training in creating a positive classroom climate and addressing student
behavior.
Positive attitudes can be interpreted as the behavior of a person
who is considered in accordance with the values and norms in the life of
society. The attitude of this positive attitude can be reflected in the actions
of discipline, hard work, tenacious, honest, and so on. Students who have
and familiarize positive attitudes in everyday life will affect the
productivity of activities that do. One small example that is easy to find is
a person who has a diligent attitude and does not procrastinate the work
will certainly complete all the tasks assigned to him in accordance with the
time and targets that have been determined.
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Based on the above phenomenon teacher is managing student
behavior. The teacher is one of the major factors in teaching learning
success getting process. Goodteacherinfluence on the formation of
character students. Teach good things to the students, the students will also
tend to show behavior good also with fellow friends and other teachers.
B. Identification of the Problem
Teacher is one of the major factors getting success in teaching
learning process. In the classroom teachers must teach things that are
positive to students. Teacher must build a good relationship with the
students and help build good relationship between students and other
students.it will make students behavior become more good. They will
mutual respect with friend and teacher.
Teachers are parties from the government in charge of shaping the
character of students, especially during the education process at school.
teacher behavior is a model for students to behave both inside and outside
the classroom. By showing good attitudes to students such as speaking
good talk to students, building a good relationship to these students will be
a positive thing for students, so a positive attitude will emerge from the
student self.
To build positive behavior, teachers also must cooperation, if
students feel they are respected as individuals, they will want to
reciprocate with similar behaviors. Likewise, when teacher act maturely
and competently students will see them as role models after whom they
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can pattern their own behavior. Not only do good teachers tell students
how to act, they demonstrate appropriate behavior in all their daily
routines and interactions.
C. Limitation of the Problem
This study focuses on English teachers‟ strategies in managing
students‟ positive behavior at eight grade of SMP N 12 Padang academic
year 2016/2017.
D. Formulation of the Problem
Referring the limitation above, the researcher formulates the
general problem as the following question: ”What are the English
teachers‟ strategies in managing students‟ positive behavior at SMP N 12
Padang academic year 2016/2017? “
E. Purpose of the Research
The purpose of this research is to find out teachers strategies in
managing students' positive behavior in teaching learning process at eight
grade of SMPN 12 Padang academic year 2016/2017.
F. Significance of the Research
This research will be useful for teachers, students, readers and also
researcher. First, for the teacher it can help the teacher to develop their
discipline in teaching and also give advantages to evaluate themselves.
Second, for students they can focuses when the teacher explained about
learning in the classroom. The third, for the reader and also researcher are
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to know what are teachers strategies in managing students positive
behavior.
G. Definition of the Key Terms
Dealing with the topic of this research the researcher wants to explain the
definition of the terms that related with the research.
1. English Teacher is the manager of teaching and learning activities in which
case the teacher in charge of directing the activities of students learning in
order to achieve the learning objectives. In this case the English teachers at
SMP N 12 Padang academic year 2016/2017
2. Positive behavior can be defined as the way in which an students behaves or
acts, behavior can determine good school performance.
3. Strategies in managing student positive behavior the teachers must build
relationships with them, teacher must model the behavior want. Teacher want
students to be polite teacher must be polite and teacher must anger control in
front of students.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

In this chapter, the researcher is going to talk about the important
point

teachers strategies in managing student positive behavior. The

reseacher wants to explain about definition behavior, and definition of
positive behavior, strategies in managing students positive behavior. It will
begin from defenition of behavior.
A. Definition of Behavior
In teaching learning process the students must attend, focus when
the teacher explain the material and in school environment the students
must appreciate other friends, not disruptive or bullying. Positive behavior
is the good behavior of students which appear from themselves or the way
an individual acts towards people, society or object. In the daily life we
can find two attitudes / behaviors, namely positive behavior and negative
behavior. students who have a negative attitude are generally
uncomfortable behavior and make others feel not at home with him. It
tends to harm others. Conversely, students who have a positive attitude are
generally coveted, fun, and people feel at home with him. Its presence
tends to benefit various parties.
According to Sally (1999:46) behavior is that which can be directly
sensed, such as seen or heard. It means that someone behavior can be seen
from the action and from the way speak. Furthermore, Carr
(2004:3)defines that behavior as acceptable or not in a social context, and
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is also shaped by the broader environment in which people interact with
each other. It can be understood that the way a person interacts well with
others will be form from the environment in which lives.
Furthermore, Bicard (2012:3) define behavior is something that a
person do that can be observed, measured, and repeated. When we clearly
define behavior, we specifically describe actions. It can be understood that
students behavior not only describe about measured of students but also
describe action of student.
Referring to of experts explanation above the researcher concludes
that students behavior is the students have a positive behavior and know
with the role and responsibilities as a students in the school and not
disruptive in the learning process. The teachers needs to understand theirs
strategies in managing students positive behavior. Many of the strategies
educators find most successful do much to improve the classroom
experience for all students. Teacher always give good model behavior to
the students, in the order word the students will imitate the behavior.
B. Defenition of Positive Behavior
Positive behavior is the good behavior of students which appear
from themselves or the way an individual acts towards people, society or
object.According toWeinstein(2004:2) state appropriate behaviour are
cultural influenceed and conflicts re likely to occur when the teacher and
students come from different cultural background. As additional
information by Mueller in Evantheia (2009) state Attitude is a state of
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mind that involves beliefs and feelings that influence our behavior and the
decisions we make. A positive attitude enables people to be in a very
optimistic state of mind.
Furthermore, Hildebrand(2010) positive behaviors are those which
help children move along toward the goal of becoming well-adjusted, fully
functioning adults. In other words, behavior that is typical of a particular
stage of development, that paves the way for the next stage, is positive.
Referring to experts explanation above the researcher conclude that
students behavior is the students have a positive behavior and know with
the role and responsibilities as a students in the school and not disruptive
in the learning process. The teachers needs to understand theirs strategies
in managing students positive behavior. Many of the strategies educators
find most successful do much to improve the classroom experience for all
students. Teachers always give good model behavior to the students, in the
order word the students will imitate the behavior.
C. Teachers’ Strategies Managing Positive Behavior Students
There are several strategies a teacher use behavior strategies to
encourage positive behavior. In teaching learning process, strategy can be
interpreted as a general pattern of teacher activity in a learning process.
Teachers need a learning strategy that is structured to achieve a certain
goal, teacher using some management strategies to treating students
attitude in classroom. According to Benard (1997:6) states that eight
strategies for teacher to managing the students good behavior.
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1. Developing supportive relationships with students
Every good relationship is based on respect. It‟s the primary
element in a good relationship, be it with your spouse, friends, children or
your students. When you respect your students they respect you in return
and also learn to respect and honor others in their lives. It means honor
includes both to hold in high regard and to fulfill or keep a promise. Well,
it‟s good to keep promises and honor your word. You can honor them by
promising them a fun class trip at the end of the year and following
through. Hopefully by the end of the year you would have developed a
good relationship of trust and respect so that both you and your students
enjoy the time together. Honor also includes another aspect which includes
giving special attention and special regard to your students over students
of other classes. They are your responsibility at school so you don‟t have
to think twice about showing them more attention and care than others.
2. Maintaining positive and high expectations for all students
Your students will live up or down to your expectations. Student
achievement is strongly affected by what the teacher expects of them.
when we have high expectations of students we act differently. We call on
them more often, wait longer for their answers, and give them more
opportunities to succeed. It means that the teachers taught with a growth
mindset, it didn‟t matter where the students began, all students progressed
and developed to a much higher degree. There was much more movement
between ability groups as students learned and improved.
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3. Providing opportunities for children to participate and contribute
Some of the practices that enhanced student‟s participation
included supporting student‟s constructive and respectful friendships,
working according to shared social rules in group contexts allowing
individual students certain levels of leaderships and inviting children to
contribute to simple decision making processes. It means that to widen the
perspective from teacher control to classroom interaction more broadly,
since participation occurs in a socially shared network of interactions
between teacher and students.
4. Providing growth opportunities for students
Providing students with the opportunity to develop positive
behaviors is the foundation of most efforts to prevent youth crime and
violence. For nearly three decades, educators, policymakers, and criminal
justice professionals have sought effective crime prevention strategies.
Although some communities are experiencing success, the country is
plagued with escalating juvenile violence, which has compelled
policymakers to turn their attention from prevention to "get tough"
approaches. But we know now what works. Effective strategies include
comprehensive approaches that provide opportunities for education,
mentoring, conflict resolution training, and safety; engage youth and their
families; and are community-based and integrated. It means that Student
Life‟s professional staff touch and shape the lives of most of the students
on the school, complementing their in-class experience with various
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programs and services designed to help them develop skill sets. Where
they can integrate knowledge across life-wide experiences.
5. Ensuring that all students have a caring adult in their lives (mentoring)
Students have care from the mentor is important. Mentor-like
relationship that associated with a number of child well-being outcomes,
even after accounting for confounding factors such as family income,
mother‟s education, and family structure, suggests that these kinds of
relationships confer unique value to children‟s well-being. It means A
mentor is an experienced friend or confidant who is there to provide
guidance and support in any number of ways and situations, including
academically. Many of the world‟s most successful business and world
leaders credit mentors as key contributors to their success. It is the reason
the teacher is ensuring that all the students have a caring adult in their
lives.
6. Teaching students they are capable and have strength
Here teachers select students who represent a variety of classroom
experiences to give feedback on the class. The teacher actively listens and
solicits solutions students believe would help them. The little to do with
how teachers invite students to participate in creating but giving students
authentic voice matters. It means when teachers insist that class be
structured one way, with a single measure of success, and materials
created from one point of view, it doesn‟t feel designed for the students
themselves. Listening to their input, acting on it, and valuing who they are
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and what they bring to the classroom without preconceived notions about
their identities is a core part of implementing this approach.
7. Providing opportunities for self-assessment and self-reflection
Self-assessment requires students to reflect on their own work and
judge how well they have performed in relation to the assessment criteria.
The focus is not necessarily on having students generate their own grades,
but rather providing opportunities for them to be able to identify what
constitutes a good (or poor!) piece of work. It means that Some degree of
student involvement in the development and comprehension of assessment
criteria is therefore an important component of self-assessment. Students
can then to use this knowledge to influence their future work, whether on a
programmer of study or in employment, by playing to their strengths
and/or directing their efforts in areas they have already recognized as
needing further improvement.
8. Providing opportunities to work with other students (cooperative learning)
While it is important that children experience a variety of
classroom organizational frameworks, working collaboratively provides
learning opportunities that have particular advantages. Students are
stimulated by hearing the ideas and opinions of others, and by having the
opportunity to react to them. Collaborative work exposes children to the
individual perceptions that others may have of a problem or a situation.
These will reflect the different personalities and particular abilities of other
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members of the group and make for an interactive exchange that will help
to broaden and deepen individual children‟s understanding.
It concluded that, some strategies that the teacher used in teaching
learning process to create the students be positive attitude in classroom.
Such as, before the teacher start the lesson in classroom the teacher must
be able to be good conditions to make the students enjoyable to study. It is
strategies can create the students to make the students have good attitude
in teaching learning process.
In addition according to Ben (2013) they are several ways a teacher
could use behaviorist strategies to encourage positive behavior positive
behavior and help students eventually learn to be self managing in a
behaviorist classroom environment:
a. Use language effectively
Choice of language is vitally important when addressing behavior
and redirecting students towards preferred positive choices. Using the
wrong language with students can result in situations escalating and
becoming difficult to manage. It takes significant skill and practice to use
language in an effective way to engender the desired response from
students, and we should not underestimate the significant effect the word
that teachers say have on students.
A common issues in school is using the school rules as an external,
over arching set of expectations that the teacher is merely adhering to.‟ I
see you have your phone out!, way are you texting? I have to confiscate it!
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Now hand it over!”. A more effective way is using the school rules as an
external, over arching set of expectation that the teacher is merely
adhering to.” I see you have your phone out, now the school rules state
that students are not allowed them out in class, so put it in your bag or on
my desk, thank you.”
Here the students has been given a positive choice to make, the
school rules have been used to produce the desired response(the phone
going away) and a conflict has been avoided.
b. Positivity
It can be hard to remain positivity when the dark night close in
during the autumn term but is precisely at this point where teachers need to
be at their most positive. Even when we might be feeling run down, over
worked and under-appreciated. Our students look to us to be the ones who
remain positive during these difficult times. Consider carefully the
language that you use with students. Even if you are being critical of a
piece of work or their behavior. Ensure that your comments are phrased in
positive away.
c.Build positive relationship
Getting to know your students is one of the most effective ways in
acquiring their co-operation and gaining their respect. Gaining an insight
into their interests and aspirations both in terms of their education and
lives outside of school demonstrates to students that you are interested in
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them and not just there to pick up your wages at the end not just there to
pick up your wages at the end of the month.
d. Deal with the primary behavior
This is a hard technique to master. Students will often have done
several things wrong, and it is important for the teacher to address the
primary behavior first to elicit the desired response. Challenging this
initial undesired behavior and tactically ignoring subsequent behavior
ensures that the student does not perceive the teacher to be‟ picking on
them for everything”, and it allows the teachers to not become distracted
from the primary incident which caused them to intervene in the first
place.
e. Don’t take it personally
If a student misbehaves in your lesson or is confrontational, do not
take it personally. This can lead to a perpetual negative perception of the
students and could influence your future judgment and manner towards
them. When speaking to students, ensure that you separate the behavior
from the person. This is crucial in maintaining positive relationships with
students while challenging unacceptable conduct.
f. Be persistent and consistent
Inconsistency in the classroom is a common gripe from students.
Of course, having a robust whole school procedure for dealing with
undesired behavior is vital, but applying this consistently in your
classroom will undoubtedly provide a framework from which you can
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shape your expectations. Establishing your own classroom rules and
routines with your students at the beginning of terms is an effective way to
form a set of term is an effective way to form a set of agreed expectations
that everyone adheres to.
It is also important that students perceive their class teachers as the
leaders of their classrooms. This image can be damage if teachers become
too dependent of heads of department and senior leaders to sort out
behavior issues for them. Having a more senior member of staff intervene
during a lesson, or be called to a classroom to address a group a students.
Can be disempowering for the class teacher. On occasions this may be
necessary but if used too frequently students will quickly realize that the
teacher in question is dependent on other members of staff to control their
classes.
As much as possible, teachers need to persist with strategies to deal
with disruptive students and seek advice from other members of staff
regarding implementing these approaches. Non-judgemental observations
and the use of a trusted ”professional friend” for constructive feedback can
be effective in developing new strategies.
g. Teach Great Lesson
Finally, There is no better behavior management technique than
engaging your students in such an exciting lesson where they are so
immersed in learning that they do not even think about misbehaving.
Taking a proactive approach, rather than reactive one, will always be
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advantageous for the class teacher and ultimately lead to learning and
progress. Take time to plan your lessons carefully and remember that
although ofsted might not want to see a lesson plan, they do want to see
evidence of well planned lesson.
The researcher concluded that the strategy of teacher in managing
student positive behavior is use language effectively, positivity, build
positive relationship, deal with primary behavior, don‟t take it personally,
be persistent and consistent, teach great lessons. It means that the teacher
must using a good language to make the student using good language too
for doing communication each other. Then, teacher must be positivity in
teaching the student because the teacher thinking change the student
thinking. Teacher teaching the student to working in team work so they
can built positive relationship with the other students. The teacher gives
great lesson in teaching student so the student interesting and enjoy in
learning.
In order to be successful in teaching, to start teacher should apply
several strategies that can be used by teachers to managing students
behavior. According to Balcom (2014:4) English teacher who are trained
to promote students positive behavior with strategies :
a. being intentional about building relationships with individual students (“It
all comes down to relationships. It means building the good to the students
by individually. The good relationship make the connection to the students
be warm and create the good situation.
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b. helping students build relationships with each other. It means that helping
the students to do interaction with the other include the friends,
environment and the other person. Students relationship with the other
then create the positive feed back to the students.
c. modeling—adult to adult—the kind of relationships that students should
work to develop. It means that adult to adult giving the students adult
behave, treat the children with full responsible so the students can cheat
the adult style and thinking from the teacher.
d. developing and teaching school- or program-wide rules. It means that
provide children with the rules and program. The rules program that
building the character of the students. Developing the rule and consistent
to keep the rules. Make the program that build the students creativity and
good character.
e. anticipating what will trigger inappropriate behavior and rehearsing the
correct conduct prior to the event. It means that anticipating the unpolite
attitude that comes from students. The way the teacher anticipate and fine
problem solving for the negative attitude. Recovering the students un good
behavior by treat them not by the victim.
f. dealing with minor or infrequent behavioral issues by linking them to rules
and expectations. It means that the rules minimize the behavioral issues.
Keep consistent following the rules and keep the discipline all students. It
is frequency students again the rules and always think the rules can guide
them to the right way.
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g. teaching the appropriate behavior/ skill to replace the problem behavior. It
means that skill to replace the problem behavior that usual happened in
classroom handling the students behavior. Finding the problem solving for
all the problem. The guide to the right way and teach positive thinking in
the students habitual.
h. Increasing the frequency of authentic positive recognition. It means that
treating all of the students fairly. Recognize the students want and need so
it create the comfortable situation in teaching. Each students has different
behave that the teacher have to handle all of the students patiently.
Based on explanation experts above, researchers concluded that
strategies used by the English teacher are important because if the teacher
want students have good behavior, teacher must model good behavior to
the students. So between teacher and students another appreciates with the
other and formed positive behavior and good communication, and teachers
must understand the student characteristic and give model positive
behavior.
D.

Review Related Findings
There were some previous research related to this research. It can
be clearly seen as in following, First, the research was done byThere were
some previous research related to this research. It can be clearly seen as in
following. First,by Ruef, Beach Center on Families and Disabilities
University of Kansas (1997) about Positive behavioral support:
Strategies for teachers. Purpose of the study identifying the purpose of
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challenging behavior, teaching appropriate alternative responses that serve
the same purpose as the challenging behavior, consistently rewarding
positive behaviors and minimizing the rewards for challenging behavior,
and minimizing the physiological, environmental, and curricular elements
that trigger challenging behavior. Proven PBS strategies include altering
the classroom environment, increasing predictability and scheduling,
increasing choice making, adapting the curriculum, appreciating positive
behaviors, and teaching replacement skills.
The research was done by Reinke, Keith and Stormont, Hammill
Institute on Disabilities (2013) about Positive Behavior Interventions.
Purposes of this study were to examine teachers‟ use of specific
classroom-level practices that align with SW-PBIS. In

addition, we

evaluated the relationship between teachers‟ reported self-efficacy with
classroom management and emotional exhaustion, and observed classroom
management practices and students‟ disruptive behavior.
The last the research was conducted byBrowne, Victoria University
of Wellington, (2013) about challenging behavior in secondary school
students: classroom strategies for increasing positive behavior. The
purpose of this review, strategies were related to a theoreticaln approach. It
was found that studies categorized under the behavioral model were the
most prevalent. The behavioral model is based on the assumption that
positive behaviors can be taught to replace negative, challenging behaviors
and commonly uses rewards (e.g. preferred activities, tangibles) to
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facilitate positive reinforcement. It was found that strategies utilizing a
behavioral approach can be effective for reducing off-task and/or
disruptive behavior, or general challenging behavior of secondary school
students in the general education classroom in the short term.
Based on research above the result of this research found English teachers
strategies and describe how Englishteacher in implementing strategies in
managing student behavior when the teacher teach in the class.
E. Conceptual Framework
The successful of teaching learning process depends on teacher
awareness and training in creating a positive classroom climate and
addressing student behavior. Therefor, the classroom activities can
organize well. The plot of this research can be seen follow:
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Classroom
Management
Students‟ Positive
behavior
1. Discipline
2. Hard work
3. Tenacious
4. Honest

Teacher strategies in Managing
students

students‟

positive

behavior
1. being intentional about building relationships with
individual students.
2. helping students build relationships with each other.
3. modeling—adult to adult—the kind of relationships
that students should work to develop.
4. developing and teaching school- or program-wide
rules.
5. anticipating what will trigger inappropriate
behavior and rehearsing the correct conduct prior to
the event.
6. dealing with minor or infrequent behavioral issues
by linking them to rules and expectations.
7. teaching the appropriate behavior/ skill to replace
the problem behavior.
8. Increasing the frequency of authentic positive
Figure 2.1 Conceptual Framework
recognition.

Analysis

Findings
Figure 2.1 Conceptual Framework
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Based on the figure above, it can be understood that the researcher
is going to describe the English teacher strategies in managing student
positive behavior at eight grad of SMP N 12 Padang. Then the researcher
will find the information about what are English teacher strategies in
managing student positive behavior of the teacher who will be respondents
of this research. After reviewing some theories, those strategies are crucial
to apply by English teacher in managing students positive behavior.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHOD

In this chapter, the researcher is going to talk about the research
design or kind of research that has been need in the research. Also, there
search explain about participant, instrument, technique of data collecting
and technique of data analysis. Then, it starts with research design.
A. Design of the Research
This research design is descriptive research, because the researcher
tried to analyze English teachers‟ strategies in managing positive behavior
students at SMPN 12 Padang. According to Gay and Airasian (2000:275),
descriptive research is used to investigate the variety of educational
problems and issues. It means that, descriptive research is the research
used to describe and analyze the data to find the answer of problems that
occur in educational. In this research, for answering the research question,
the researcher analyzed English teachers strategies in managing positive
behavior students at SMPN 12 Padang.
B. Participant
Participants were the important aspect in a research, because for
getting the data and information the researcher needed participants.
According to Gay and Airasian (2000:121), participants are group of
individual that participates in research project. It means that, the
participant is a very important role in the research. Participants have big
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contribution in this research to help the researcher collect the data. The
researcher chooses all the English teachers eight grade at SMP N 12
Padang as participant.
In this research, the researcher used purposive sampling to get the
data. Gay and Airasian (2012:141) that purposive sampling is the process
of selecting a sample the is believed to be reprehensive of given
population. It means that the researcher select the sample using her
experience and knowledge of the group to be sample. The researcher used
purposive sampling to choose the students as the participants. There were
two of English teachers who taught at the eight grade because the
researcher want to described English teachers‟ strategies in managing
students‟ positive behavior at SMPN 12 Padang. The researcher will use
the observation checklist, field note, and video recorder.
Table: The Participants of the Research
N

Class
o

1.

VIII.1

2.

VIII.5
Sources: English teacher of SMP N 12 Padang.
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N

English
o

Teachers

eight

Grade

1

Teacher A

2

Teacher B
Sources: Administration affair of SMP N 12Padang

C. Instrumentation
The researcher will requires the instrument to support the research
to find complete data and to get the information completely about the
research of the research. Gay and Airasian (2000:145) Instrument is a tool
for collecting the data or instrument it used of researcher as a tool to get
the data. It means that, instrument is a tool that the researcher uses in
collecting data in this study. In this research, the researcher will use
observation checklist. This instrumentation explains as bellow:
1. Observation checklist
The researcher do observation to observe English Teacher during
teaching and learning process, the observation is expect to figure out what
are the English teachers‟ strategies managing students‟ positive behavior. In
do the observation, the researcher used observation tool that can help the
researcher to collect the data accurately.
2. Field note
The second instrument that used is field note. During the
observation, the researcher used field note to help in gathering the data. In
the observation process, the researcher come into the class see whether
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what are the strategy used by English teacher in managing positive
behavior students‟. Refers to Gay and Airasian (2000:213) states that field
note is the record of observer about what she or he seen, heard, experience
was happening during in classroom. It means that, the field note is used to
write all the activity that happened in learning process based on what the
researcher see and heard there.
3. Video recorder
The last instrument that used by researcher is video recorder. Using
video recorder as instrument can help the researcher to collect the data
accurately. The researcher used this instrument to record the English
teacher strategies in managing students positive behavior while learning
process. In short, video recorder can record well and researcher never lost
all information because the researcher can replay it every time.
Table 1: Indicators of English teacher strategies
N

1

Indicators/T
o
eache
rs
strate
gies
in
mana
ging
stude
nts
positi
ve
behav
ior
Being
intenti
onal
about

Sub Indicators

check

Y

a. The English teachers
use

polite

students

word

to

N
l
i
s
t
N
e
s

o
t
e

o
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buildi
ng
relatio
nship
with
indivi
dual
studen
ts

b. The English teachers
give Reward to the
students
answer

who
the

can

question

from teacher.
c. The English teachers
give some humorist in
the classroom

2

Helping
studen
ts
build
relatio
nship
with
each
other

a. The English teachers
ask

the

students

to

discuss in a group
b. The English teachers
ask

the

students

in

groups to playing the
game

in

teaching

learning process
c. The English teachers
ask

the

students

to

doing conversation by
pair
3

Modelingadult
to
adultthe
kind
of
relatio
nship
that
studen
ts
shoul
d
work
to

a. The English teachers
give some homework to
the students.
b. The English teacher to
ask

the

doing

students
task

to
with

together
c. The English teacher ask
to the student to make
mini project for each
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devel
op

4

Developing
and
teachi
ng
school
/or
progra
mwide
rules.

students

a. The English teachers
check the attribute of
the students using
b. The English teachers
check

the

students

attended
c. The English teachers
check neatness of the
students

in

the

classroom
5

6

Anticipating
what
will
trigge
r
inappr
opriat
e
behav
ior
and
rehear
sing
the
correc
t
condu
ct
prior
to the
event
Dealing with
minor
or
infreq

a. The English teachers
plan

the

variety

of

teaching method
b. The English teachers
learn to listening the
students
c. The

English

teacher

should be patient and
stay

enjoyed

when

teaching English

a. The

English

teacher

guide the student in
teaching

learning
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7

uent
behav
ioral
issues
by
linkin
g
them
to
rules
and
expect
ations
Teaching the
appro
priate
behav
ior/
skill
to
replac
e the
proble
m
behav
ior

process.

b. The

English

teacher

the

students

English

teacher

the

students

solve
problem
c. The
know

characteristic
a. The

English

teacher

give

mutual

communication
relationship
b. The English teachers
provide

education

consistently,

and

decisively
c. The English teachers
give punishment for the
student who violate.

8

Increasing
the
freque
ncy of
authe
ntic
positi
ve
recog
nition

a. The English teachers
give tolerance to the
student in the class.
b. The English teachers
create warm condition
in the class.
c. The English Teachers
accepts

the

students
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with the circumstances

Adopted from Balcom teacher strategies in managing students positive
behavior.
D. Technique of Data Collection
In collecting data, the researchers collected it through observation
checklist, field note and video recorder. In getting the data about English
teacher strategies in managing students positive behavior at eight grade of
SMPN 12 Padang. The data was gotten by observing in the class, before
researcher do observation, the researchers survey the schedule of the teachers
at school. After the researchers meet with all teacher who teaching English to
gets the schedule of English teachers, the researcher meet with all English
teachers to get permission from the teachers to do observation in the
classroom. In the observation, the researcher will use observation checklist,
field note and video recorder, to collect the data appropriately.
E. Technique of Data Analysis
After collecting the data, the researcher will analysis the data based on
the instrument will be given. Based on the Gay and Airasian (2000:239), there
are four steps of analyzing of the data, they are reading/ memoing, describing,
classifying, and interpreting.
1. Reading / memoing
The step begun was reading/memoing (reading field note and
observer comment to get a sense of the data). In this step, the researcher
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read all of the data that were collected from observation checklist, and
field note, and check the data in order to get valid the data by video,
whether the way of the teacher was appropriate with implementation in the
class.
2. Describing
In this step, the setting of the research was SMPN 12 Padang and
the participants were four English teachers for VIII grade at SMPN 12
Padang. Then, the activities in learning process to saw what the English
teachers strategies in managing students positive behavior.
3. Classifying
The third step is classifying; categorizing and coding pieces of data
and physically grouping them into themes. In this part, the researcher
classifies the data from the indicators according to the English teachers‟
strategies in managing students‟ positive behavior. From here, the
researcher will know whether English teachers‟ strategies in managing
students‟ positive behavior at SMP N 12 Padang.
4. Interpreting
In this last step, the researcher analyzed the data that was classified
and interpreted the data into a good and clear interpretation in order to
make the reader easy to describe the researcher interpret the data that have
take by English teacher in managing students‟ positive behavior at eight
grade of SMP N 12 Padang.
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CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH FINDING

A.

Data Description
In this part, the researcher described the data description about
English teacher strategies in managing students positive behavior at eight
grade of SMPN 12 Padang. Besides, the participants were the English
teachers‟ at school. The researcher took two English teachers who teach
for VIII grade. The researcher got the data through observation checklist,
field note, and video recorder to collect the data. Observation checklist
was filled by the researcher during the observation process in classroom,
then the field note is used to write all the activity that happened in learning
process based on what the researcher see and heard there, and the last
instruments is video was used taking the videos teacher and students
activity teaching learning process, the teacher give the strategies in
managing positive behavior students in the class, In this research
researcher used purposive sampling to get the data in teaching learning
process.
The researcher got the research recommendation letter from STKIP
PGRI West Sumatera. The researcher used those letters to confirm to SMP
N 12 Padang, then, the school administration processed those letters and
allowed the researcher to do the researcher activities at that school. The
researcher did observation on 29 January 2018 -5 February 2018.than the
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researcher was going to do the researcher activities at that school during a
few days.
The researcher would analyze the English teachers strategies in
managing students positive behavior at eight grade in teaching learning
process at SMP N 12 Padang. The researcher would classify the English
teachers strategies by Balcom theory. The researcher used eight strategies
based on the experts in chapter II, they are being intentional about
building relationships with individual students (―It all comes down to
relationships, helping students build relationships with each other,
modeling—adult to adult—the kind of relationships that students should
work to develop, Developing and teaching school/or program-wide rules,
Anticipating what will trigger inappropriate behavior and rehearsing the
correct conduct prior to the event, Dealing with minor or infrequent
behavioral issues by linking them to rules and expectations, Teaching the
appropriate behavior/ skill to replace the problem behavior, Teaching the
appropriate behavior/ skill to replace the problem behavior.
Within this research, the researcher investigated English teachers
strategies in managing students positive behavior at eight grade which
appear in teaching English at the school. Theoretically English teacher
strategies which appear during teaching English must be implemented in
order to stimulate students positive behavior change during teaching
learning process. This phenomenon motivates researcher to see English
teachers strategies in teaching learning process at SMP N 12 Padang.
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B. Data Analysis
The researcher has done observation on the teachers as participants
of this research. During observation, the researcher found the participants
English teachers strategies during teaching learning process. There was
some conditions observed indicated during the classroom activities in the
teaching learning process. It also can be seen based on observation from
the entire activity of the teaching learning process. Based on the
observation, the researcher analyzed the data of research in order to
answer research questions of this research. the data would be described
teachers‟ strategies in managing students positive behavior in teaching
learning process.
In this research, the researcher wanted to know about English
teachers strategies in managing students positive behavior in teaching
learning process on theory Balcom (2014) that used by teacher. There are
eight teachers strategies that are being intentional about building relationships with individual students (―It all comes down to relationships,
helping students build relationships with each other, modeling—adult to
adult—the kind of relationships that students should work to develop,
Developing and teaching school/or program-wide rules, Anticipating what
will trigger inappropriate behavior and rehearsing the correct conduct
prior to the event, Dealing with minor or infrequent behavioral issues by
linking them to rules and expectations, Teaching the appropriate behavior/
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skill to replace the problem behavior, Teaching the appropriate behavior/
skill to replace the problem behavior
Analysis of Observation Checklist
The researcher complete the observation checklist on on 29 January
2018 -5 February 2018by filled checklist process. The observation process
was done more that once for each of participant. The purpose of it was find
out of the data needed. The participants who were observed were two
teachers. The researcher did that two times observation for each teachers
in different teaching process conducted. The finding of each participant
one explained in the following explanation.
a. Teacher A
The first and the second observation the researcher came to the
class VIII 1. The researcher observed teacher A 29 Januari and 5 February
2018. The learning process was begun 12.40 pm. In this first observation,
the researcher observed that the teacher was teaching in front of the class.
Then, the students attention the teacher focusly. The researcher observed
that the teacher explained material comparative degree and teacher ask to
students to write the other example of comparative degree.
In this second observation, the researcher observed that the teacher
indicated used Teacher started the lesson from check the attendance all of
the students for ready to study. Teacher was following the lesson plan in
teaching. She was reviewed the last material that have been tough. Then
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the researcher observed that the teacher divided class into the group. Many
strategy that using by teacher in managing students positive behavior.
Teacher started the lesson from check the attendance all of the
students for ready to study. Teacher followed the lesson plan in teaching.
She reviewed the last material that have been thought. Then the researcher
observed that the teacher divided class into the groups. Many strategies
that using by teacher in managing students positive behavior. The table of
the result are :
1.

Being Intentional About Building Relationship
Building the good to the students by individually. The good
relationship make the connection to the students be warm and create the
good situation.
a.The teachers used polite word to student:
―T: Anak anak LKSnya ada dibawa? Sekarang kerjakan latihan di LKS
nanti kita bahas bersama.
S: iya mom kita bawa LKSnya (siswa langsung mengeluarkan LKS)
b.The teacher gave reward to students:
T: Ok very good! Gave applause to your friends
c.The teachers give some humorist by :
T :―kalau bahasa inngrisnya rumah apa??
S:house buk
T: haus ya?(siswa tertawa bersama)
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Based on the transcript above the teacher did good interaction with
the students. Teacher use polite word with the students, gave reward and
gave some humorist to the students.
2.Helping students build relationship with each other.
Teacher helping the students to do interaction with the other
include the friends, environment and the other person.
a.The teacher asked the students to discuss in a group:
―T: ok my students I will divided into7 group,1 group consist 5 students‖
S: Ok mom (siswa langsung mencari teman dan membuat kelompok
seperti yang ditugaskan guru)
b.The teacher asked the students in groups to playing the game:
―tidak menemukan data‖
c.The teachers asked the students to doing conversation:
―tidak menemukan data‖
Based on the transcript above English teacher asked the students to
discuss in a group in learning english.
3.Modeling- adult to adult- the kind of relationship that student
should work to develop.
Teacher teach the children with full responsible so the students can
cheat the adult style and thinking from the teacher.
a.The teachers gave some homework:
“T:Anak anak karna waktu kita sudah habis kalian kerjakan di rumah
LKSnya ya.!‖
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b.The teacher asked the students to do task together:
―T:Anak anak kerjakan latihannya dengan teman sebangku‖
c.The teacher asked to the students to make mini project for each students
Based on the transcript above The English teachers gave some
homework to the students and ask the students to doing task with together.
4.Developing and teaching school/program-wide rules:
Provide children with the rules and program. The rules program
that building the character of the students. Developing the rule and
consistent to keep the rules.
a.The teacher checked the attribute of the students using
―The researcher saw that the students always using complete attribute,
so the teacher just attention‖
b.The teacher checked the students attended
―T: Who is absence today?
S:no one absence mom
T:ok very good
c.The teacher checked neatness of the students
T:Are you ready to study now? Look around, sudah rapikah?‖
S:Yes mom!
Based on the transcript above the English teacher check the
students attendence, the attribute and neatness of the students before
starting the study.
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5.Anticipating what will trigger inappropriate behavior and
rehearsing the correct conduct prior to the event:
Anticipating the unpolite attitude that comes from students. The way
the teacher anticipate and fine problem solving for the negative attitude.
a.The teacher planed the variety of teaching method
―Tidak menemukan data‖
b.The teacher learned to listening the students
―The students answer the question wrong and the teacher response the
students

by saying wrong but the correct answer is better

c.The teacher should be patient
―After researcher observed researcher saw that English teacher very
patient when teaching the students because the students in the class
obedient‖
Based on the transcript above the English teacher respect to the students
and should be patient in the classroom.
6.Dealing with minor or infrequent behavioral issues by linking them
to rules and expectations:
The rules minimize the behavioral issues. Keep consistent following the
rules and keep the discipline all students.
a.The teacher guided the students in teaching learning
The researcher saw that the teacher always guide the students who can‟t
understand about material
T:Are you understand saskia?
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S:sayabelumpaham mom)
b.The teacher solved the students problem
―the researcher saw that teacher service the students solitary
c.The teacher knew the students characteristic
―the researcher saw that teacher always invite for shine students‖
Based on the transcript above the English teacher guided the students,
solved the students problem and know about students characteristic.
7.Teaching the appropriate behavior/skill to replace the problem
behavior:
Skill to replace the problem behavior that usual happened in
classroom handling the students behavior. Finding the problem solving for
all the problem.
a.The teacher give mutual communication relationship
―the researcher saw that the teacher always explain the material that
related into the subject‖
b.The teacher provide education consistently
―the researcher saw that the teacher come ontime in the classroom
c.The teacher gave punishment
―tidak menemukan data‖
Based on the transcript above as the English teacher provided
education consistently, give mutual communication relationship.
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8.Increasingthe frequency of authentic positive recognition:
Recognize the students want and need so it create the comfortable
situation in teaching. Each students has different behave that the teacher
have to handle all of the students patiently.
a.The teacher gave tolerance to the students
(guru menyuruh siswa mengerjakan LKS)
S:salah satu siswa dengan sopan mengatakan ‗mom LKS saya
ketinggalan dirumah‘
T:‖Bagi siswa yang tidakmembawa LKS bahasa inggris mulai
minggu depan harus ada‖
b.The teacher created warm condition in the class
―the researcher saw that the teacher make warm condition in the class
by example the teacher stand in the centre of the class and discuss the
material with friendly‖.
c.The teacher accepts the students with the circumstances
The researcher saw that the teacher really understood about the
students circumstances‖.
Based on the transcript above as the English teacher gave tolerance
to the students, teacher create warm condition in the class and accepts the
students with the circumstances.
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Second observation teacher A
1.Being intentional about building relationship:
building the good to the students by individually. The good
relationship make the connection to the students be warm and create the
good situation.
a.The teacher used polite word to students
―T:Anak anak buku paketnya ada dibawa? Kerjakan latihan halaman10
S:Ok mom
b.The teacher gave reward to students
―T:Ok students kerjakan latihannya, 10 pengumpul pertama akan ibu
beri nilai plus‖.
c.The teacher give some humorist
―Tidak menemukan data‖
Based on the transcript above English teacher used polite word to
students, teacher gave reward to students in the classroom.
2.Helping students build relationship with each other
`

That helping the students to do interaction with the other include

the friends, environment and the other person. Students relationship with
the other then create the positive feed back to the students.
a.The teacher asked the students to discuss in a group
―T:diskusikan latihannya dengan teman sebangku kalian‖
b.The teacher asked the students in a group to playing the game
―Tidak menemukan data‖
c.The teacher asked the students to doing conversation
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―Tidak menemukan data‖
Based on the transcript above English teacher ask the students to
discuss in a group.
3.Modeling adult to adult-the kind of relationship that students should
work to develop:
Teacher teach the children with full responsible so the students can
cheat the adult style and thinking from the teacher.
a.The teacher gave some home work
―T:Anak –anak lanjutkan mengerjakan tugas LKSnya dirumah ya‖
b.The teacher asked to the students to make mini project
―Tidak menemukan data‖
c.The teacher asked to the students to doing task together
―Tidak menemukan data‖
Based on the transcript above English teacher gave some homework to
the students when the last study.
4.Developing and teaching school or program-wide rules:
The rules program that building the character of the students.
Developing the rule and consistent to keep the rules.
a.The teacher checked the attribute of the students using
―The researcher saw that the students wear in using the school attribute
completely and teacher just attention‖
b.The teacher checked the students attended
―T:Who is absence today?
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S:Nobody mom
c.The teacher checked neatness of the students
T:Are you ready to study
S:Yes mom
Based on the transcript above English teacher always checked students
attended, the attribute of the students using and the neatness of the students
before start the lesson.
5.Anticipating what will trigger in appropriate behavior and
rehearsing the correct conduct prior to the event:
The way the teacher anticipate and fine problem solving for the
negative attitude. Recovering the students un good behavior by treat them
not by the victim.
a.The teacher planed the variety of teaching method
―Tidak menemukan data‖
b.The teacher learn to listening the students
―The researcher saw when the students answer the question teacher
listen the students‖
The teacher should be patient
―the researcher saw that teacher very patient when teaching the
students‖
Based on the transcript above the teacher checked the students
attendence, the attribute and check the neatness of the students in the
classroom.
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6.Dealing with minnor or infrequent behavioral issues by linking them
to rules and expectations:
the rules minimize the behavioral issues. Keep consistent following
the rules and keep the discipline all students. It is frequency students again
the rules and always think the rules can guide them to the right way.
a.The teacher guided the students in teaching learning process
―T:The researcher saw that the teacher always guide the students in the
teaching

learning process.

b.The teacher solved the students problems
―The researcher saw that teacher service the students solitary‖
c.The teacher knew the students characteristic―Teacher know and invite
for shine and active students‖
Based on the transcript above English teacher always guided the students
in the teaching learning English, solved students problem and

knew

students characteristic.
7.Teaching the appropriate behavior/skill to replace the problem the
behavior:
Skill to replace the problem behavior that usual happened in classroom
handling the students behavior. Finding the problem solving for all the
problem.
a.The teacher gave mutual communication relationship
―The researcher saw that teacher always explain the material that related
into the subject‖
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b. The teacher provide education consistently
―The researcher saw that the teacher always come ontime‖
c.The teacher gave punishment
―Tidak menemukan data‖
Based on the transcript above English teacher give mutual
communication relationship and provide education consistently.
8.Increasing the frequency of authentic positive recognition:
Recognize the students want and need so it create the comfortable
situation in teaching. Each students has different behave that the teacher
have to handle all of the students patiently.
a.The teacher gave tolerance to the students
―T:bagi siswa yang tidak melengkapi latihannya di LKS tolong segera
dilengkapi
b.Teacher create warm condition in the class
―The researcher saw that the teacher make warm condition in the class
with walk arround in the class‖
c.The teacher accepts the students with the circumtances
―The researcher saw that students understand about the students
circumtances‖
Based on the transcript above English teacher gave tolerance to the
students, teacher create warm condition in the class and accept the students
with circumtances.
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(The picture above, the teacher guide the students discuss in a group)
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B.Teacher B
Besides, first and second observation was done 31 January-2
February 2018 The researcher came to the class VIII 5. In teaching
learning process was begun 09.15am. In this first observation the
researcher observed that teacher come into the class by cheerful face. The
students seen enjoy when saw the teacher started the teaching learning
process by reviewing the material before. Then the teacher continued to
the material. The material was comparative degree. The teaching learning
process was running well.
Teacher started the lesson from check the attendance all of the
students for ready to study. And before to study the teacher saying hello to
all the students, the teacher give smile to all students. Teacher was
following the lesson plan in teaching. She was reviewed the last material
that have been tough. Then the researcher observed that the teacher
divided class into the group. Many strategy that using by teacher in
managing students positive behavior. The table of the result are :
1.Being intentional about building relationship:
Building the good to the students by individually. The good
relationship make the connection to the students be warm and create the
good situation.
a.The teacher used polite word to students
―T:Ada yang masih ingat tentang pelajaran kita yang lalu?
S:yes mom pelajaran kita yang lalu tentang comparative degree
(siswa dengan semangat menjawab pertanyaan guru)
T:Ok students keluarkan catatannya‖
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b.The teacher gave reward to students
―T:siapa yang bisa maju kedepan menjawab pertanyaan mom kasih nilai
plus‖
c.The teacher gave some humorist
―Tidak menemukan data‖
Based on the transcript above English teacher used polite word to
students, teacher give reward to students in the classroom.
2. Helping students build relationship with each other
Teacher helping the students to do interaction with the other
include the friends, environment and the other person.
a.The teacher asked the students to discuss in a group
―T:Anak-anak diskusikan LKSnya dengan teman sebangku kalian‖
S:Yes mom(siswa dengan teratur membahas materi yang ada di LKS
dengan teman sebangku)
b.The teacher asked the students in a group to playing the game
―Tidak menemukan data‖
c.The teacher asked the students to doing conversation
―Tidak menemukan data‖
Based on the transcript above English teacher asked the students to
discuss in a group.
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3.Modeling adult to adult-the kind of relationship that students should
work to develop:
Teacher teach the children with full responsible so the students can
cheat the adult style and thinking from the teacher.
a.The teacher gave some home work
―T:Anak-anak karna waktu kita sudah habis kalian kerjakan latihan
dibuku paketnya
S:Dari halaman berapa mom?
T:Kerjakandarihalaman 10-15
b.The teacher asked to the students to did task with together
―Anak-anak kerjakan latihannya bersama-sama‖
c.The teacher asked to the students to make mini project for each
students
―Tidak menemukan data‖
Based on the transcript above English teacher gave some homework to
the students when the last study.
4.Developing and teaching school or program-wide rules:
The rules program that building the character of the students.
Developing the rule and consistent to keep the rules.
a.The teacher checked the attribute of the students using
―Tidak menemukan data‖
b.The teacher checked the students attended
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―T:Morning my students, I will check your attendence list. Who is
absennce today?
S:Nobody mom
T:Ok very good!
c.The teacher checked neatness of the students
T:Are you ready to study now?
S:Yes mom
Based on the transcript above English teacher always check
students attended before start the lesson, checked the attribute of the
students using the neatness of the students.
5.Anticipating what will trigger in appropriate behavior and
rehearsing the correct conduct prior to the event:
The way the teacher anticipate and fine problem solving for the
negative attitude. Recovering the students un good behavior by treat them
not by the victim.
a.The teacher planed the variety of teaching method
―Tidak menemukan data‖
b.The teacher respect to listening the students
―The researcher saw that the teacher listening the students when
explain about task‖
c.The teacher should be patient
―the researcher saw that teacher always patient and enjoyed in leaning
process with the students‖
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Based on the transcript above the teacher check the students
attendence checked the attribute the neatness of the students in the
classroom.
6.Dealing with minnor or infrequent behavioral issues by linking them
to rules and expectations:
the rules minimize the behavioral issues. Keep consistent following the
rules and keep the discipline all students. It is frequency students again the
rules and always think the rules can guide them to the right way.
a.The teacher guided the students in teaching learning process
―T:The researcher saw that the teacher always guided the students
who can‘t understand about material.
b.The teacher solved the students problems
‖Tidak menemukan data‖
c.The teacher knew the students characteristic
―The researcher saw that teacher friendly with students‖
Based on the transcript above English teacher always guided the students
in the teaching learning English ,solved students problem and

knew

students characteristic.
7Teaching the appropriate behavior/skill to replace the problem the
behavior:
Skill to replace the problem behavior that usual happened in
classroom handling the students behavior. Finding the problem solving for
all the problem.
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a.The teacher gave mutual communication relationship
―The researcher saw that teacher always explain the material that
related into the subject‖
b. Teacher provide education consistently
―The researcher saw that the teacher always come ontime‖
c.The teacher gave punishment
―Tidak menemukan data‖
Based on the transcript above English teacher give mutual
communication relationship and provide education consistently.
8Increasing the frequency of authentic positive recognition:
Recognize the students want and need so it create the comfortable
situation in teaching. Each students has different behave that the teacher
have to handle all of the students patiently.
a.The teacher gave tolerance to the students
―T:Pertemuan selanjutnya bagi siswa yang tidak memiliki buku paket
diharapkan untuk memilikinya lagi‖
b.The teacher created warm condition in the class
―The researcher saw that the teacher make warm condition in the class
with walk arround in the class‖example the teacher say with one of the
students‖Rio ada ditulis yang ibu catat di papan tulis?
c.The teacher accepts the students with the circumtances
―Tidak menemukan data‖
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Based on the transcript above English teacher give tolerance to the
students, teacher create warm condition in the class and accept the students
with circumtances.
Second observation teacher B
1.Being intentional about building relationship:
Building the good to the students by individually. The good
relationship make the connection to the students be warm and create the
good situation.
a.The teacher used polite word to students
―T:Ok my students today we will study about comparative degree‖
b.The teacher gave reward to students
―T:Give a plause to your friends‖
c.The teacher gave some humorist
―Tidak menemukan data‖
Based on the transcript above English teacher use polite word to
students, teacher give reward to students in the classroom.
2.Helping students build relationship with each other
Teacher helping the students to do interaction with the other include
the friends, environment and the other person.
a.The teacher asked the students to discuss in a group
―T:Silahkan diskusikan latihannya dengan kelompoknya‖
b.The teacher asked the students in a group to playing the game
―Tidak menemukan data‖
c.The teacher asked the students to doing conversation
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―Tidak menemukan data‖
Based on the transcript above English teacher ask the students to
discuss in a group.
3.Modeling adult to adult-the kind of relationship that students should work
to develop:
Teacher teach the children with full responsible so the students can
cheat the adult style and thinking from the teacher.
a.The teacher gave some home work
―T:Ok students time is over! Lanjutkan dirumah cari contoh
comparative degree,minggu depan kita bahas‖
b.Theteacher asked to the students to doing task with together
―Mari kita diskusikan latihan yang kalian kerjakan tadi‖
c.The teacher asked to the students to make mini project for each students
―Tidak menemukan data‖
Based on the transcript above English teacher gave some homework to
the students when the last study.
4.Developing and teaching school or program-wide rules:
Teacher teach the children with full responsible so the students can
cheat the adult style and thinking from the teacher.
a.The teacher checked the attribute of the students using
―The researcher saw the students using complete attribute clothes
b.The teacher checked the students attended
―T:Who is absence today?
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S:Nobody mom
c.The teacher checked neatness of the students
T:Are you ready to study now?
S:Yes mom
Based on the transcript above English teacher always checked students
attended the attribute of the students using the neatness of the students
before start the lesson.
5.Anticipating what will trigger in appropriate behavior and rehearsing
the correct conduct prior to the event:
Anticipating the unpolite attitude that comes from students. The way
the teacher anticipate and fine problem solving for the negative attitude.
a.The teacher planed the variety of teaching method
―Tidak menemukan data‖
b.The teacher learned to listening the students
―The researcher saw that English teacher response the students
when answer the question gave by teacher‖
c.The teacher should be patient
―the researcher saw that teacher always patient and enjoyed in learning
process‖
Based on the transcript above the teacher check the students attendence
check the attribute and check the neatness of the students in the classroom.
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6.Dealing with minnor or infrequent behavioral issues by linking them to
rules and expectations:
the rules minimize the behavioral issues. Keep consistent following
the rules and keep the discipline all students. It is frequency students again
the rules and always think the rules can guide them to the right way.
a.The teacher guided the students in teaching learning process
―T:The researcher saw that the teacher always direct the students who
can‘t understand about material.
b.The teacher solved the students problems
‖The researcher saw teacher service the students problem‖
c.The teacher knew the students characteristic
―The researcher saw that teacher near with all students‖
Based on the transcript above English teacher always guided the
students in the teaching learning English, solved students problem and
knew students characteristic.
7. Teaching the appropriate behavior/skill to replace the problem the
behavior:
Skill to replace the problem behavior that usual happened in classroom
handling the students behavior. Finding the problem solving for all the
problem.
a.The teacher gave mutual communication relationship
―The researcher saw that teacher always explain the material that
related into the subject‖
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b. The teacher provided education consistently
―The researcher saw that the teacher always come ontime‖
c.The teacher gave punishment
―Tidak menemukan data‖
Based on the transcript above English teacher gave mutual
communication relationship and provide education consistently.
8. Increasing the frequency of authentic positive recognition:
Recognize the students want and need so it create the comfortable
situation in teaching. Each students has different behave that the teacher
have to handle all of the students patiently.
a.The teacher gave tolerance to the students
―T:Bagi siswa yang belum punya LKS bahasa inggris mulai minggu
depan harus ada‖
b.The teacher created warm condition in the class
“The researcher saw that the teacher walk around classroom and it is make
students near with teacher
c.The teacher accepts the students with the circumtances
―Tidak menemukan data‖
Based on the transcript above English teacher gave tolerance to the
students, teacher create warm condition in the class and accept the students
with circumtances.
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(The picture above, the teacher ask to students to doing task with
together)
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C. Research Findings
As the researcher stated in data description, there are some
things that would be seen from the teachers. Researcher saw
English teachers strategies in managing students positive behavior
at eight grade of SMPN 12 Padang in teaching learning process,
which strategies that mostly used by the teacher, and when the
teachers give strategies to managing students positive behavior.
Researcher answer and explain about that based on data description
and he stated above. In this research data from observation as main
data and valuable because in observation researcher saw the true
condition based on the fact and natural condition the classroom.
English teachers strategies in managing students positive in
teaching learning process during the observation were: firstly,
Being intentional about building relationship, Helping students
build relationship with each other, Modeling- adult to adult- the
kind of relationship that students should work to develop,
Developing

and

teaching

school/or

program-wide

rules,

Anticipating what will trigger inappropriate behavior and
rehearsing the correct conduct prior to the event, Dealing with
minor or infrequent behavioral issues by linking them to rules
and expectations, Teaching the appropriate behavior/ skill to
replace the problem behavior Increasing the frequency of
authentic positive recognition.
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During the observation, the mostly teachers strategies in managing
students positive behavior that teacher used in teaching learning process
were exclusion from the classroom. The percentage of the result of
observation can be seen in appendix and teacher gave strategies in
managing students positive behavior.
The researcher also conducted the observation checklist to get the
data, result of observation checklist showed the English teachers strategies
in managing positive behavior students in teaching learning process. The
teachers strategies in managing students positive behavior in teaching
learning process during the observation checklist, all strategies is found :
Being intentional about building relationships with individual students,
helping students build relationships with each other, modeling—adult to
adult—the kind of relationships that students should work to develop,
developing and teaching school/or program-wide rules, anticipating what
will trigger inappropriate behavior and rehearsing the correct conduct prior
to the event, dealing with minor or infrequent behavioral issues by linking
them to rules and expectations, teaching the appropriate behavior/ skill to
replace the problem behavior, and increasing the frequency of authentic
positive recognition. But, except sub indicator not all found.
The strategies one, the sub indicator a,b,c were found it. The
strategies two, the sub indicator a was found. But, the sub indicator b and
c were found. The strategies three, sub indicator a,b were found. But sub
indicator c was not found. The strategies four, the sub indicator a,b,c were
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found it. The strategies five, sub indicator a was not found, but sub
indicator b,c were found. The strategies six, sub indicator a,b,c were found
it. The strategies seven, sub indicator a,b were found. But, sub indicator c
was not found. The strategies eight, the sub indicator a,b,c were found it.
d. Interpretation
From the data above, the researcher had interpretation about the English
teachers strategies in managing positive behavior students. Based on the result
of the during observation above the strategies that dominant used by teacher
was being intentional about building relationships with individual students
The are in strategies 2, helping students build relationships with each other,
sub indicator (b) not found because the teacher explain material about
comparative degree. So the teacher only asked the students to come in front of
the class. And also sub indicator (c) not found because in the teaching students
is did and thinking by individually. Modeling—adult to adult—the kind of
relationships that students should work to develop, sub indicator (c) not found
because the teacher only gave the exercise for the students. Developing and
teaching school/or program-wide rules, Anticipating what will trigger
inappropriate behavior and rehearsing the correct conduct prior to the event,
sub indicator (a) not found because the teacher did not use varieties method in
learning. When the researcher do research do research in the class teacher only
using LKS or students worksheet. Dealing with minor or infrequent behavioral
issues by linking them to rules and expectations, Teaching the appropriate
behavior/ skill to replace the problem behavior, sub indicator not found(c)
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because the students in the classroom looked discipline attitude. Increasing the
frequency of authentic positive recognition. Based on theory it was
appropriate to use in teaching learning process, so the teacher should to use
the strategies.Because the strategies is succes in managing students‟ positive
behavior at eight grade of SMPN 12 Padang.
The result of the research there is not significant differences. The
strategies is using by english teachers success to managing students positive
behavior. And between teachers A & teacher B is using the same strategies. It
can be seen from the class sitution, the classes are fun but the teacher still can
to manage the class.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This thesis has several conclusion and suggestions. The conclusion
were derived from

the core ideas discussed in this thesis, and the

suggestions were ideas in relation of teachers strategies in managing
students positive behavior used by the teachers during the English teaching
learning process.
A. Conclusion
In this research, the researcher gave conclusion about the the
english teachers strategies in manging students positive behavior in
teaching learning process at SMPN 12 Padang. Based on the data analysis
and finding in chapter IV, the researcher found eight teachers strategies,
but not all the sub indicator are founded. The researcher discussed that the
english teachers strategies in teaching learning process. Just eight the
teachers strategies in teaching learning process at SMPN 12 PadangIt is
theory based on Balcom (2014).
From the data that researcher got during observation, researcher got
some teachers strategies in managing students positive behavior that
teachers used and gave to students in classroom. the teachers strategies in
managing students positive behavior are being intentional about building
relationships with individual students (―It all comes down to relationships,
helping students build relationships with each other, modeling—adult to
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adult—the kind of relationships that students should work to develop,
Developing and teaching school/or program-wide rules, Anticipating what
will trigger inappropriate behavior and rehearsing the correct conduct
prior to the event, Dealing with minor or infrequent behavioral issues by
linking them to rules and expectations, Teaching the appropriate behavior/
skill to replace the problem behavior, Teaching the appropriate behavior/
skill to replace the problem behavior.
B. Suggestion
This research has some suggestions for teachers and the other
researchers. This research was conducted to find out the teachers strategies
in teaching learning process at SMPN 12 Padang.In teaching learning
process, teachers have to guided the students to be better than before. After
doing the investigation phase in the field and analyzing the collected the
data the researcher states in suggestion at this point.
Firstly, all teachers should know strategies in managing students
positive behavior in teaching English, because it can help building student
behavior in the classroom, so the students is showing good behavior along
teaching learning process. Secondly, the other researcher should know
about the strategies in managing students positive behavior because it can
help the other research find new knowledge and the idea about managing
students positive behavior.
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